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1: What is the WZMC System used for?
 A: - Protection against future litigation.
 - Ensures accurate daily/weekly/monthly counts of deployed equipment
 - Documentation of completed work activities
 - Management tool to review and improve quality control
 - Asset management tool to document quality and condition of a variety of assets
2: Where are the videos stored?
 A: The videos are stored in the Ver-Mac Cloud and can be easily accessed from your pc.
3: Is the video storage software secure?
 A: Yes. You choose your own unique username and password which can be changed at  
 any time.
4: How long are the videos kept on file for?
 A: All videos are stored within the cloud based system for a maximum period of three   
	 years.	However,	you	do	have	the	option	of	downloading	and	storing	files	onto	your	own		
 server if required for longer than three years.
5: How do I locate a particular video?
	 A:	You	can	search	for	individual	videos	by	a	specific	date/time,	ID/name	or	via	location		
 using the map.
6: How is the camera powered?
 A: The camera is wired directly to the vehicle battery and installs in less than 15 minutes.  
 There is also an optional extra for vehicle cigarette plug option.
7: How does the camera know when to activate and deactivate?
 A: The camera contains a proximity sensor with voice feedback making start/stop             
 recording effortless.
8: Is the camera secure?
 A: Yes. A rugged case with locked cable prevents the camera from being disconnected.
10: Can the battery run out of charge?
 A: No. Battery protection circuitry allows the camera battery to be fully charged for video  
 transfer.
11: When do the videos upload to the cloud?
	 A:	Videos	automatically	upload	when	the	dashcam	comes	into	Wifi	range	of	the	base						
 station.
12: How many cameras can be connected to one base station/server?
 A: As many as required. Additional base stations/servers are required for other locations.
13: Are there any additional communication fees?
 A: No smartphone or cellular communication fees incurred.



14: Why is the WZMC system better than a regular dashcam system?
 A: Everything is automated. There is no need to retrieve, organise or send videos.
15: Can the camera record videos at night?
 A: Yes. The intuitive dashcam records high quality footage day and night.
16: What is the capacity of video storage?
 A: 750 minutes per month of video storage (9,000 minutes per year)
17: How long is the video license period once purchased?
 A: 12 months.
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